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Hearings of Sig Ep/Wine case postponed
By BIii France
Reporter

Two separate hearings on the assault
case' involving a Marshall freshman
and Sigma Phi Epsilon member have
been postponed.
The case& came about after a Feb. 14
incident at the Sig-Ep house at 1401
Fifth Ave. which resulted in the proba·
tionary suspension of the fraternity.
The defendant, Paula A. Wine,
Craigsville freshman, and her attor·
ney Nancy L. Frye, made a motion for a
continuence Tuesday at the Cabell

County Court House, according to Jack
Neal, magistrate court judge. F~e said
this option was desired so the court
could hear her client's case before the
iiefendant's case was presented.
The hearing is now set for March 30.
Lee Booten, Tommy B. Adkins' attor·
ney, said, " We objected to the move and
it was overruled."
Neel said if a guilty verdict is
reached against Adkins, Ranger; W. Va
sophomore, the case against Wine
would be "mute."
Wine said her attorney had advised
her not to speak to the news media.
Adkins said he could not comment

until he spoke with his attorney.
Meanwhile, the on-campus _hearing
scheduled for Tuesday afternoon in the
Memorial Student Center has been
canceled. Dr. Charles R. Stone, associate
professor of finance and business law and chief hearing officer, was
sick.
Stone said he should be well enough
to resume work Monday. He said he
hopes the hearhlg can be rescheduled
then.
·
The courtroom was full by 10:15a.m.,
the time the hearing was scheduled to
begin, with students, witnesses; frater•
nity members, citizens and attorneys

seated and standing waiting.
When Neal arrived he called for a ·
15-minute recess that lasted one hour
and-45 minutes before he notified those
waiting of the continuence.
Some who had gathered for the hear·
ing left during the recess. Eileen S.
Smith, Ravenswood sophomore, said
she had other commitments and could
not wait all day. She said she came
because she.was required to sit in on a
magistrate court case for a political
science class. "I felt this was as good as
any other. At least this one is relevant
to Marshall."

Raft trip, art competition tentative for Springfest
By Maria Curia
Reporter

With spring break behind them, Mar•
shall students are awaiting the arrival
of Springfest next month at Harris
Riverfront Park.
Springfest week will run April 20-24,
according to Campus Entertainmet
Unlimited. The week will kick-off with
a still undecided special ev~nt - hot•

air balloon rides are o ne possibiltiy,
Joseph Marshman, director of Student
Activities and Campus Entertainment, said. The rest of the week will
feature events such as comedia n Taylor Mason, an organizational fair,
Mountain Pride Day, and the traditional concert.
Concerning the concert Marshman
said, "We are looking at The Toga
Party Band, Act'cent, and Debut."
Contract negotiations still must be

fin~ized.
Harris park will cost approximately
$1,000- to r ent so students will be
charged an entrance fee to help pay
bills, Marshman said. The park will
provide security by the Huntington
police, concession stands, portable
toilets, and a clean-up crew. In addition, alcohol will be sold in cans by the
park and no one will be permitted to
bring alcohol on the grounds, according to Marshman.

Marshman and CEU said tentative
events include a reduced-rate, whitewater rafting trip for two days and
nights and an art competition for area
colleges. If the art competition is final•
ized and becomes a part of this year's
Springfest, Marshman said he hopes to
make it an annual event where area
students can sell their work.
"We want to start adding a little
class to Springfest and get away from
t he party image," Marshman said.

Funding may not be there for
Center for Regional Progress
By Burgetta Eplin Wheeler
Special Correspondent

A modern
major general
Maj. Gen. Albin -G.
Wheeler spoke Monday
night as the first of four
speakers scheduled for
Marshall's Sesquicentennial celebration.
Wheeler stressed
the importance
of maintaining
personal values.

A bill that would h ave statutorily
created Marshall's Center for Regional
Progress was expected to die Tuesday
night, making it nearly impossible for
the state to appropriate money for the
center, which has lost its federal grant
money.
The center has been operating for
four years but was never created in a
statute, which means it would be difficult to get a line item for it in the state
budget, according to Del. Steve Williams, D-Cai>ell. The center, which seeks
to aid area.small businesses with university human resources, was created
by Gov. Arch Moore with a grant from
federal funds that are no longer availa·
hie, he said.
If no money for the center is put into
the budget this session, Williams said,
"They're (the center) in trouble, but
they aren't goint to shrivel up and die. '
It will only restrict their capabilities."
The CRP provision was tacked onto
the the·Economic Development Act of

''
____,,____
They're (the center) in trouble,
but they aren't going to shrivel
up.and die.

Del. Steve Wllltams, D-Cabell

1987, Senate Bill 319, which failed to
pass before Saturday's midnight deadline for the 1987 session. The Legislature was extended until Thursday for
work on budgetary and tax measures
only. The bill still was alive Tuesday
because it contained provisions dealing with education, including the sta•
tute for the center, measures concerned
with the Eminent Scholars Trust Fund
and toe Distinguished Professor
Endowment Fund, and t h e Higher
Education Flexibility Act that makes it
easier for i nstitutions to maneuver
around in their budgets.
The budget bill remained in limbo
Tuesday afternoon after Senate Bill
_ _ _ _ _ _SN Legislature, Page 8
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Couple attempts suicide in Bergenfield

,,

BERGENFIELD, N.J. -A
young couple was found dazed.but .
conscious after breathing car fumes Rambling suicide notes were found in the car, but authorities would
Tuesda~ in the same garage where
not detail their contents other than to say there was no specific
last week four youths, including a
teen-ager they knew, died in a
mention of last week's deaths. Also found in the car were a 35-mm
suicide pact, police said.
camera, a leather jacket, a plastic bag, a looseleaf binder, a_spiral
A suicide note was found, but the
notebook and six beer bottles.
couple's car had been turned off,
police said.
_
Meanwhile, in the Chicago sub-------------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_
urb ofRolling Meadows, Ill., authorities said a 14-year-old boy who died ting said the young woman had a ' 'The two had gone _through Bergenfrom inhaling auto exhaust patthistory of suicide attempts, and
field schools, and knewThomas
erned his death after recent suicides indicated later she wanted to make
Rizzo, 19, who died in the garage
he had read about.His death was
a rescue more difficult.
l.a st Wednesday, Goetting said.
ruled a suicide, but the boy's family
The chief said the car's motor was
The two were committed to a
maintained it was accidental.
not running, but was warm when
hospital's psychiatric division.
The-ID-year-old woman and her
police discovered the two, who told
EddieRigel, manager of a nearby
17-year-old boyfriend, both from
rescuers they had turned off the
gas station, said young people had
other towns, were discovered after a motor when they heard someone
been gathering at the garage since
police officer patrolling the Bergenoutside the garage.
the deaths last week.He said some
field apartment complex at 400 a.m.
Rambling suicide notes were
knelt and prayed and he feared it
noticed the garage's padlock had
· found in the car, but authorities
was being turned "into some kind
been broken, said police Chief Wilwould not detail their contents
of shrine."
lard Burkart.
other than to say there was no
. Meanwhile, a ID-year-old Clifton
Burkart said the woman was
specific mention of last week's
man committed suicide Monday by
handcuffed to the steering wheel of
deaths. Also found in the car were a inhaling fumes from a car's engine
a Camaro, the same model as the
35-mm camera, a leather jack.e t, a
in the· family garage, but police said
car in which the four youths died.
plastic bag, a looseleaf binder, a
that case did not appear to be
Borough administratorLouis Goetspiral notebook and six beer bottles. linked to the other suicides.

Reporting students as special
means money for state schools
CHARLESTON - A
number of county school
systems are reporting an
unusually high number of
"special" students, and
are raking in more money
under the state school aid
formula as a result.
Sen. SondraLucht,DBerkeley, said, "It's undeniable. In some cases, children are counted as
needing special education, but they never receive
the help. I know this is going on. We've received
calls, and we've checked them out."
St,ate education aid to the counties is based on
enrollment, but counties are allowed to count
each special education and gifted student as the
equivalent of three pupils.
This year, Pendleton County reported 76 percent of its students require special education.
Braxton County said 25 percent of its students
qualified for the extra aid.
The national average is about 15 percent,
according to state Schools Superintendenfl'om
McNeil.

Airline service won't be cut,
fares might raise after merger
CHARLESTON -Airline service to West
Virginia should not be cut but fares probably
will increase and some jobs will be lost with the
merger of USAir and Piedmont airlines, industry
analysts said.
Piedmont agreed last week to be acquired by
USAir.They are the two principal airlines serving
West Virginia and will eventually be combined
under the USAir name, company officials said.
JeffBubar, manager of Charleston's Yeager
Airport, said there is no overlap right now
between the two airlines' West Virginia flights.
As a result, he said, the number of flights is
unlikely to be reduced dramatic ally as a result of
the merger.

Thursday news meeting first
for Reagan since last year
WASHINGTON -The
WhiteHouse announced
Tuesday PresidentReagan
will hold a news conferencel'hursday night, his
first formal meeting with
reporters sinceNov. 19.
Reagan, queried about the prospect of meeting
with reporters for the first time in months, said
he is looking forward to it.The president made
the comment at aRose Garden ceremo·n y honoring the Coast Guard rescuers of a Soviet freighter
crew.
The president refused to answer any other
questions about the press conference, saying
only, "Wait untiIThursday."

Excuses,excuses: governor
signs student's absentee note
NORTH AUGUSTA, S.C. - G.C. Gordy
missed a math test Monday, but the note he
carried to teachersTuesday explaining his
absence had more clout than usual. It was signed
by the governor.
Gordy, a 16-year-oldNorth AugustaHigh School
freshman who has cerebral palsy, was invited to
Columbia on Monday to witness Gov. Carroll
Campbell's signing of a proclamation declaring
March asDevelopmentalDisabilities Month in
Sou th Carolina.
When Gordy's mother,Linda Gordy, went to
pick him up from school Monday morning, G.C.'s
early dismissal form indicated the absence would
be unexcused. So, Gordy asked Campbell for an
excuse.
"I've been working real hard in math, and I
had a test (Monday), and the governor invited
me to come see him, and that's not every day,"
the boy said.
Campbell's note, on his official stationery, said:
" Please excuse G.C. Gordy from his classes of
this date.Thank You, Carroll Campbell."
'He (Campbell) gets to exercise his authority
on a lot of issues, but I don't think he's ever
enjoyed exercising his a uthority so much as
this," saicfl'ucker Eskew, the governor's press
secretary. 'He really got a kick out of this.''

After the deaths last week in
Bergenfield of two boys and two
girls, two young women in another
· Chicago suburb killed themselves
by the same method, carbon monoxide poisoning.
Police in Rolling Meadows said
newspaper clippings about those
suicides were discovered under
Kevin Pyter's bed after his body
was found in the family's closed
garage Saturday night.
An autopsy indicated the death
was a suicide, said Dr. Edmund
Donoghue Jr., who performed the
examination.
'He died of carbon monoxide
intoxication, due to the inhalation
of auto exhaust fumes,"Donoghue
said Monday night. ''From the evidence, it was intentional.The engine
had stopped running by the time ·
the boy was found, but the ignition
was still turned on."
The family feels this was an
accident, not deliberate. We are
afraid of a ripple effect on other
teens," said a woman who answered the telephone at the Pyter
home Monday. She would identify
herself only as a relative.

Striking waiters at ski resort
refuse to serve premier
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia - Wildcat strikes
protesting new austerity
measures have been joined
by thousands of workers
nationwide, including
hotel waiters who refused
to return to work even to ,
serve the premier, official
reports said.
The strikes, which are not supported by the
official trade unions, began after the Communist
government of Premier Branko Mikulic reduced
or froze most wages earlier this month in an
effort to curb an annual 00 percent inflation rate.
The Ekspres Politik~ newspaper said waiters at
the Kompas hotel in the Slovenian ski resort of
Kranjska Gora went on strike Friday night.
It said they refused to work even to serve
Mikulic, who was at the hotel along with at least
two other high-ranking Communist officials to
attend a skiing competition at nearby Planica.
Tanjug said Monday, however, strikes were
occurring virtually across the country. It said
llXl) workers struck for an unspecified period in
11 companies in Serbia, :m workers stopped work
in the southern province of Kosovo for 12 days
and an unspecified number struck for up to two
days in a coal mine in Pljevlja in Montenegro.

Expensive kiss: court rules
a public kiss costs $2_65
MANAMA, Bahrain - A young Bahrain
couple had to pay the equivalent of $ai5 in fines
for kissing in a parked car.
The judge apparently was not impressed when
the woman told him at a weekend hearing: "We
stopped kissing once the police said not to."
But his honor meted out justice with equality. It
was $132.00 for the man and $132.00 for the
woman.
Bahrain is fairly strict on public morality,
a lthough it upholds secula r ideals a nd is socially
more relaxed than its Mosletn neighbors.•
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Editorials

Tough times

The
state is about
million in debt.
That is, if you believe House Speaker
$88

Chuck Chambers's distillation of figures
from the state auditor's office. One would
think the auditor would know, but he and
Gov. -Arch Moore - who also should have a
handle on the state's fiscal situation - have
had their differences before on how much
money the state has. Or doesn't have.
Whether you accept or reject Chamber's
figure doesn't matter too much. One thing is
for sure - West Virginia is hurting
financially.
·
_ The state's financial position might be
likened to ·a persoQ wh6 has ·an·, appetiw for
steak but money for only brown beans.'
It's belt-tightening time in West Virginia,
but poll ticians keep offering "their constituencies another course. Both houses have passed
bills that would give pay raises to teachers.
The Senate's version would give public
school teachers a 5 percent pay increase and
about $20 million to equalize salaries. The
House's version would only give about $30
million to equalize salaries.
Meanwhile, Moore says he'll veto anything
less than a 10 percent pay increase.
So while the state's goi_n g down the toilet·
financially, lawmakers ar;e trying to polish
the apple of the state's teachers, who make up
a formidable voting bloc.
Moore's position is probably the most politically savvy one. He won't degrade the
teachers by signing any law that gives them
less than a 10 percent raise. It], other words,
he won't approve any teacher raise that has a
snowball's chance in_ hell of making it
through the Legislature in 1987.
That's a good move. Good for the budget,
because the state won't have to pay for a ·
teacher raise, good for him because he'll look
like he was 100 percent behind giving
teachers raises.
The bad part of Moore's position is thatitis
utterly without moral backbone.
The fact is, this state cannot afford to give
any raise to its te~chers in this legislative
session.Jt's a shame lawmakers and the governor don't ha\>e enough guts to say so.
Teachers are important to this state. But
the money's just not there.
' While we're on the subject of self-sacrifice,
another thing we should forget about - this
year - is the propos~d new stadium for
Marshall.
·
We'd like to have it, and at $25 million
raised through bonds it would be a lot
cheaper than raises for teachers, but West
Virginia just cannot afford it, at least not in
Fiscal 1988.

,,_

_____,,______
Notable quotes

Commentaries

Strippers merely niorsels o_
f meat
in the butc·her's window of lust
Flaunting and gyratjng one's sweaty, bare
flesh in front of a mass of drooling, lusting perverts must be the most deplorable form uf selfdegradation known to humanity.
I'll never forget that summer night in Jacksonville, Fla....
The back room at Papa's Bar and Grill was
teeming with young, smiling women gathered
around an empty stage. All were smoking,
drinking beer and talking dirty. Then, the room
went black. The women hooted and howled.
Throbbing disco music blared as the spotlight
revealed Speedy -a thin, dark mustachioed man
who flashed brilliant teeth and a rock-hard
body at all who cared to see.
Speedy tossed his sombrero into the crowd of
screaming women. He removed his shirt next,
then his gloves, finger by finger. The stripping
continued until Speedy was down to a red, ·
sequined G-string. With no sign of embarassment ihe devil paraded from table to table cpllecting q:ioney and kisses from the audience.
The niusic faded and Speedy began socializiQg witl_i the ladies. Some offered him money to .
•sit -with them. Some offered him kisses and
some bought him drinks. While Speedy carried on, the entertainment .
continued. This time, three men of different
sizes, wearing overcoats and fedoras cavorted
and disrobed to the theme from "Magnum P.I."
The theme dances and .h owling continued with
only occasional breaks for the dancers.
Du~g one break, I stared into my beer, trying to imagine the embarassment .these men
must experience and the insensitive attitudes
they must enco_unter. I couldn't help but wonder
why .they allow themselves to be degraded this
way.
But something broke my thought.
"Hi. My name's Flash. Can I have a drink
with you?" Flash was a tall, thin, long-haired
22-year-old from St. Augustine. He was dressed

., The
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Lee
Smith
like a cowboy on a beach vacation and, on stage,
was fond of wrapping himself around the support columns of the stage.
"Please, sit down," I said. "I was just thinking about you."
'
He smiled.
"No, no. Not th.at way," I added. He raised his
eyebrows. _" Not that you're not attractive, " I
said with increasing discomfort. "What I mean
is, I've been wondering about you guys, you
strippers."
He gulped his beer. I squirmed. "Aren't you
embarassed to, well, do what you do?"
"What, take my clothes off in front of people?"
he asked. "Should I be? .Is my body that bad?"
"No, no," I replied, then glanced at his legs.
"Not at all. What I mean is, don't you feel as
though you're treated ~ a sex object by
women?" My eyes lingered across his bare, lean
chest. "Don't you feel as ·though you're being
abused by the animal desires of an anonymous
crowd?''
"Yeah, but so what?".he said between gulps of
· beer. "I like the recognition, the attention, thf;!
fame.'; He crushed the empty beer can in his
wide, manly palm. "Besides, I need the money.''
He stood up and began rot~ting his nearly nude
pelvis, stretching.his arms above his head and
wildly shaking his.long, loose hair to the beat of
. "If You Like My Body."
..
I pitied him. So I stufffed a $5 biU down his
G-string.
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Parthenon pollda

"Surround yourself with -the best people
you 'can find, delegate authority, and don't
interfere."
President Ronald Reagan on his management style .

The Part~non welcomes letters concerning the
Matshall University community. All letters to the edito·r
must be signed and Include the address and telephone
number of the author.
.
"'
L~tters should be typed and no longer than 200
words. The Parthenon reserves tl)e right to edit letters.

"The learned are seldom pretty fellows,
and in many cases their appeara nce tends to
discourage a love of study in the young."

The Parthenon has designed CalBndar as a free service for campus groups and organizations to advertise
their activities. Items are run oo a space-available basis.
Information for Calendar must be submitted by 3 p.m.
two days In advance of publication on forms available
in The Parthenon newsroom. Smith Hall Room 311 .

H.L. Mencken

Letters

The Hendersons of the Jungle

Correction policy
Errors that appear In The Parthenon may be reported
by calling 696-6696 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on
weekdays. Factual errors that appea,·in The Parthenon
will be corrected on Page 3 as soon as possible after the
error is discovered
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Yeager to mak.e presentation at Radiss-o n · today
By BIii France
Reporter
Aviation hero Chuck Yeager will be
in Huntington to make a very impor•
tant announcement.
· The·first man -to break the sound
barrier will be at the Radisson Hotel
at 8 a.m. for a breakfast with about
200 ·members of the Ground Crew,
another way the Yeager Scholar program can raise funding dollars,
according to President Dale F.
Nitzschke. ·
.. Yeageris here "essentially to kick
off the Ground Crew program, as well
as to make an announcement that
will be tremendously exciting for both
Marshall and to the entire state and
region," Nitzschke said.
However, Nitzschlte did say the

·o

announcement would not be directed
at the Yeager program but at Marshall as a whole. "It (the announcement) has signifigance for both the
short and the long term benefits from
a national pers.pective."
The breakfast is also serving as
sort of a press conferen·ce, Nitzschke
said. Editors and news directors have
been invited to attend or send representatives to the event. For this reason, Nitzschke said he couldn't tell
what the announcement · will · be
concerning.
Marshall's association with Gen.
Yeager becomes more involved, more
significant and more personal each
·day, each month, each -week,
Nitzschke said. "We will reap the
benefits in terms of that association
as time goes on."
.
Dr. William N. Denman, director of

the Society of Yeager Scholars, said .
" When we met with Yeager in New
the announcement will be concerning Orleans a couple weeks ago, he spoke
a gift not for the Yeager program, but extremely complimentary toward the
for the universitry as a whole.
program's progress. I think he has a
The event is the Ground Crew's sense of real pride, in having his
first chance to get together and meet name associated with this program,"
with Gen. Yeager and the program he said.
officials, Denman said.
Y~ager has followed the program
A portrait of Yeager, painted by very closely and contributed to the
Adele T. Lewis, a local artist, will also program's efforts regularly through
be unveiled at the gathering, Denman personal letters and phone calls to
said. The portrait is going to be placed individuals about the program,
in the offices for the program. "I Nitzschke said. "I think he feels very,
understand the portrait is of Gen. very .happy that he agreed to get
Yeager in a flight suit. There are a involved with Marshall University
number of Marshall scenes, students and this whole effort."
and things of that sort, also in it.
The announcement this morning
"We are going to pay for (the paint- will deal with Yeager's "continuing
ing) with money that we (the pro- relationship with Marshall Univergram) have on.hand, plus donations sity," Denman said. " It (the
that have been specifically made for announcement) is another milestone
that purpose," Denman_said.
in our growing relationship."
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Towers East elevator fixed;
to be operational this week
Residents ofl'owers East have been
waiting in line for a broken elevator
to be fixed since late January.
The eleva_torwill be back in use this
week, according to Ramona Orndorff, housing m a nager.
Doors of the elevator were kicked
of their tracks from the inside while
the elevator was moving, Orndorff
said The incident occured during the
early morning hours of Jan . 29,
causing extensive damage to parts
no longer available.
The needed part had to be ordered
and be handmade by themanufu.cturer.
Final cost for the repairs were
un available at press time.
" I don't think that this incident

will affect housing cost in the coming year,'' Orndorff said.These kind
of things have a lready been figured
in to the cost of housing.Housing's
biggest expense is in paying the
repair bills of vandalized elevators."
" It has been a real nuisance getting to class," David W. Brobston,
Parkersburg sophomore and resident of East's 15th floor said. The
elevator that has been vandilized is
the only one that automatically goes
to the 15th floor. I'm tired of being
packed in a elevator like a sardine."
"It is immature people who do
things that inconvenience so many
people," James E. Hostettle, Waverly junior.
·

Calendar
Pl Alpha Theta, the History Honorary is
Carolyn Hunter will defend her dissertanow accepting applications for member- tion at 11 a.m.Thursday in JenkinsHall 210.
ship. Applications may be picked up in Limited seating is available.
Smith Hall 424. Deadline is Wednesday.
Vietnam Veteran CharlN Llteky will speak
Campus Entertainment Unlimited will
have a Coffeehouse meeting at 4:3) p.m. Thursday at8 p.m. in CorblyHall 105.
today in the Coffeehouse. Additional inforCampus CruHde for-Christ will sponsor
mation may be obtained by calling693~7'iU.
Primel'ime at 9 p.mThursday in CorblyHall
Career Planning and Placement will spon117. Additional i nformation may be
sor a Business Fa ir from I p.m. - 4:3) p.m.
obtained by calling 523-f093.
today in the MSC Morr is Ballroom. Additional information may be obtained by calPi Alpha Theta's Spring Banquet and the
ling 6ffi-231>.
CharlesHill MoffatLectureship will be at 7
Women's Center will sponsor aLunchbag
p.m. Friday in the University Holiday Inn.
Seminar, "Pioneer Women" presented by The lecturer wiJI beDr.Norman A. Graebner
Dr. Donna Spindel at noon today in Pri- who will speak first at noon in CorblyHall
chardHaIJ. Additional information may be
105.The charge.for th e banquet is $12ffi per
obtained by calling 693-3112.
person RSV P by today to 6${;799.)

TAKE CARE OF YOUR-LUNGS.
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN•

•

aac
The American Exp~• Card can get you virtually
everything from a leather jacket to a leather-bound cl~ic.
Whether you are bound for a boobtore or a beach
in Bermuda. So during college and after, it's the perfect
way to pay for just about anything you'll want.

How to get the Card before graduatiOIY.
College is the first sign of SI.ICCe$. And becau,e
we believe in your potential, we've made it easier

'

to get the American ~ Card rirJit now. You can
qualify even before you gwilarewith our ~al
student offers. For detai~. look for applications
o n ~- Or j~ call l-800-TIIE-CARD, and aslt
for a student application.

The American Exp~ card.
Don't Leave School Without It'."

•
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General urges daily emphasis on values
demand leaders and minds of great
flexibility, imagination, and
sensitivity.
When discussing integrity, he said
Reporters
the Watergate scandal was the ulti"Being thrown to the dogs while · mate challenge of America's political
wearing Milkbone underwear" is how and personal integrity. Wheeler said he
Maj. Gen. Albin G. Wheeler summed up believes a person should conduct his
his military experience in Washington, energies to help lead a balanced life,
D.C.
'
which is life's greatest joy, he said.
Wheeler was the first in a series of
He defined integrity as the accompfour speakers set to appear during Marshall University's Sesquicentennial lishment of a job well done. His exam•
pies included sharing credit for
Celebration.
During the speech he emphasized success, accepting blame alone . and
three main points: integrity, humor, insuring that loyalty travels downward as well as upward.
and humbleness.
"The greatest value is the integrity of
Wheeler urged his audience to be
more open-minded and to accept the American presidency," said
change. "The mind is like a para- Wheeler, " and when something queschute," Wheeler said. "It won't help ifit tions that it erodes democracy, econdoesn't open when you need it to." He omy, and foreign affairs." This was in
encouraged the audience to keep an response to a question about lrangate
open mind because he said he feels that and its effect on his college.
twenty· years from now the world will
Humor towards one's self is the first
By Marla Curia, Anita Kniceley
and K lmberly Mitchell

step toward adult maturity, in Wheel- achieving these goals of opener's opinion. He said he feels humor is mindedness. And he feels the most
not the ability to tell a good joke, but . important advice of all is: "Conduct
the ability to make fun of one's self. yourself so you can always be welcome
"Humor lends perspective and keeps at home."
you sane while the world seems to be
Wheeler majored in English and educlosing in on you," he said.
cation while at Marshall. He continued
Wheeler displayed humor, as well as his education at Pepperdine Univerhumility , when he relayed a story that sity obtaining a master's degree in bushappened one morning last week while iness administration. During his '27
he was shaving. While pond~ring' on a years of service in the United States
timely issue affecting his work, he Army, his positions ranged from tank
looked at himself in the mirror and commander to special adviser to the
asked aloud, " I wonder how many Royal Thai Army in Southeast Asia.
truly great men there"arein the world?" But he always kept a special interest in
As he stood there wondering silently, education. He is currently the coma little voice came from behind him and mandant of the Industrial College of
said "One less than you think, Dad." the Armed Services in Washington,
One of his daughters had slipped in D.C.
unnoticed and gave her opinion. He
Future speakers in this series will
says situations like this convince him include Marvin A. Stone, former editor
humbleness does not become a general of U.S. News and World Report; Burl
of the U.S. Army.
Osborne, editor of the Dallas Morning
He said he believes that a broad- News; and Milton Soupman, otherwise
based liberal education is important in known as comedian Soupy Sales.

Majority not aware of First Amendment freedom-s
By Thomas A. Taylor
Reporter

Only one-third of Huntington-area
residents surveyed are familiar with
the guarantees of the First Amendment of the Constitution, according to
a poll conducted by a History of American Journalism class, said Dr. Dery) R.
Leaming, director of W. Page Pitt
School of Journalism.
Twenty-one students, each assigned
a different section of the downtown
Huntington or mall area, asked 307
non-student adults if they knew what
the First Amendment says. If the person questioned was able to name two or
three freedoms the amendment guarantees, the student recorded that the
interview subject knew what it said. If
the person questioned was able to
name one thing, the student recorded

that the person knew part of what the
First.Amendment guarantees.
The poll showed .62 percent did not
know what the amendment says, 21
percent knew and 17 percent knew in
part.
Regardless of the answer, the interviewer was instructed to tell the person
that part of the amendment guarantees freedom of the press, then to ask
the person if they were for or against
the amendment.
Eighty-six percent of those polled
said they supported the amendment
and 14 percent said they did not.
"I think I should stress that this is
not a scientific survey and not many
conclusions can be drawn from it, but I
think it does give us a feel for what
people know and think about the First
Amendment, Leaming said. ·
"We were surprised that 86 percent

Filing For The April 8th Student Government
Elections Begins Today!

were in support of the First Amendment - we didn't think it would be that
high," he said. Students conducting
the survey thought more people would
support the amendment than Leaming
did, but they did not think it would be
the number would be as high as 86 percent, he said.
· Because of problems with credibility
in the press, Leaming thought the
number of those supporting the First
Amendment in support would be considerably lower. If the interviewers had
probed deeper, asking questions in specific contexts, they might have found
less support for the amendment, Leaming said.
Dr. Simon Perry, chairman of the
political science department, said the
percentage of people not knowing what
the amendment says is consistent with
other studies.
The question as to ~hether those

questioned favored the amendment
was somewhat skewed because interview subjects knew the amendment
was part of the. Constitution, Perry
said. The very fact they know it is part
of the Constitution will cause the
number in support of it to be higher, he
said.
"Most Americans have a very warm
feeling toward our Constitution," he
said. Perry agreed with Leaming that
fewer people would support the amendment given specific situations. Americans show very strong support toward
abstract principles of the Constitution
but are more opposed to the principles
when placed in a concrete setting,
Perry said.
Leaming said the survey was part of
a study of the Constitution and especially the First Amendment and how it
has been viewed throughout history.

Wednesday Night Is
uarter Night

App&cations Available
In ·Room 2W29
Memorial Student Center

.
•March 18, 19, 20 and 25-9 am to 4:30 pm
•March 23 .and 2 4 - - - 9 am to 6:30 pm
_.;;;__

Call For Free Delivery
presents

525-1591

- -·- . - - ~ -

-

Super Dance
For The
Muscular Dystrophy Association

Registration
t Now tiara March 25
MSC Lobby
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
Super Dance March 27 - 28
Questions?
Call SGA 696-6435

.' ,
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Student senate allocates
$2,000 to Emergency Fund
Many students find themselves almost penniless
after they pay for room and board, so they turn to the
Emergency Student Loan Program. During this
semester, however, there was a problem.The loan
program loaned out all its funds.
The Student Senate allocated $2,(ll) to the program
to help meet its needs, according to Student Senate
ProTemporel'om Webb.Daniels senior.
Lending money to the program was a just cause,
since the stµdent government's responsiblilty is to
help students, according to StudentBody President
John Frassinelli.
"We felt we should help students with their needs
and students who use this fund demonstrate the most
need," he said.
The program loans up to $200 to students for books
and tuition if tht student has a means ofrepayment
other than a parent, said Nadine A. Hamrick, pro~ram director.
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We are dealing with a high risk population. Our
criteria for borrowing is only that a person have
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Nadine Hamrick

Although the money was allocated during the
March 3 senate meeting, it will take anywhere from
ten days to a month for the money to go through the
inter-departmental loan system, Webb said.
There is no money in the fund now because the
$!Dill) has been loaned,Hamrick said, adding that the
::D day collection period was not over and most o·f the
money has not been returned yet.
If the loan is not repayed by a student, that student
is recorded as having a debt, and not allowed to
register, Hamrick said. Often the Joans are not
repayed because a student drops out and there is no
way to r ecover that money.
"We are dealing with a high risk population,'Hamrick said, "Our criteria for borrowing is only that a
person have a means of repayment."
The main reason mostofmoneywas gone is because
of inflation.Hamrick said.
The price of books have gone up so that students
have to request nearly $2D to make ends meet," she
said.
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Tired of Pizza?
Call lJ)if/Jf!Dl for Fast,
Free Delivery For
The Largest Selection
In Town!
525-1591
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5th Ave. locatioa

We Welcome Marshall Students

Across From Old Main

Gamma Beta Phi Announces
Its Spring Induction Ceremony_
Thursday, March 19, 1987
5:00 pm Don Morris Room
Congratulations New Inductees!
From Gamma Beta Phi

2445 FIFTH AVE.
FIRST ST. & ADAMS AVE.
1025 OAK ST. KENOVA .
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·S elf-defense
Students learn methods of self-protection at class
By Jack Houvouras
Reporter

·,

,-

. Staff photo by Todd Sh.,esy

Mamie Zirkle and John Clemens practice selfdefense methods at Monday's class

You're walking across campus following night
class and suddenly realize you're being followed. The
stranger draws closer as you walk faster and notice,
for the first time, certain areas of the campus are not
lighted and nobody else is around. Panic sets in as an
important question confronts you- "What do I do?"
This is how Lori Crilow, a Point Pleasant freshman, described an incident that persuaded her to
sign up for the free self-defense course being offered
by the Women's Center for the next six weeks. The
class, which started Monday, meets every Monday
a nd Wednesday from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. in Henderson Center 2003.
Course instructor Lester Cohen, clinical psychologist and black belt, said he urges anyone interested to
attend.
~
Cohen said the six week program is a general selfdefense class set against violent situations. "This is
not a contest, the goal is to walk away with your own
life,"' he said.
A wide variety of techniques will be taught with
emphasis placed on individual abilities. Talking to
the class, Cohen said, "As the weeks go on, I want
you to find out what methods of defense you are

''
_____,,_____
I live alone and travel a lot. I just think every
woman should know how to handle herself
in certain situations. Nobody is immune to it.

Betty Bratton

comfortable with and what personally works for
you." As an example, Cohen said, " I want you to find
out now if you are willing to poke someone's eyes out,
not o n the streets after someone approaches you."
The 25 people who attended the first session were
mainly students and their reasons for signing up
varied. "I go to the mall a lot and a lways h ave to go in
groups after what h appened out there and that gets
hectic," said one woman.
Betty Bratton, Huntington businesswoman, said,
"I live alone and travel a lot. I just think every
woman should kno,w how to handle herself in certain
situations. Nobody is immune from it."
Nevertheless, not all reasons were serious. Mary
Freeman, Milto n sophomore, laughed when she said,
"I signed up so I could learn how to protect myself
from my boyfriend."

Legislature
From Page 1
200 failed on a 4~48 vote. The bill
would revamp the state personal
income tax system. The bill also would
return to taxpayers $60 million taken
by federal tax law changes. The Legislature voted to reconsider the bill and
was to vote on it again Tuesday night.
If it failed again; the state would
have the $60 million to put into the
budget, Williams said. He added that if
this happens, at least one of the two tax
bills pending may not be necessary.
The bill's personal income tax
changes would mean a 26 percent disparity between the rich and the middle

class, said Del. Thomas A. Knight, DKanawha, in opposing the bill. He said
the middle·cJass would end up paying 5
percent more in state income taxes,
while the very rich paid less than they
now are paying.
"Is that equitable?" Knight asked of
Del. Duane Southern, who said during
the debate the bill he wrote was fair.
"I believe it is," Southern replied.
The bill also includes adding a box to
state income tax forms for citizens to
check if they wish to contribute a dollar
toward putting gold on the dome of the
Capitol.
In other matters, a conference com-

Merle Norman Cosmetic Studio
--FREE MAICEOYERS-10304t11A~. Hand Painted T-Shitts
511-3911
Buy or Sell
Textbooks Anytime
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mittee met Tuesday afternoon to iron
out differences in bills that would give
pay increases to higher education
faculty and classified staff mem hers.
About $15.5 million reportedly has
been included in the budget bill for the
raises. The House passed a bill that
would have given a 2.5 percent acrossthe-board raise, leaving $11 million for
partly funding salary schedules that
were passed in 1984. The Senate version gave a 5 percent across-the-board
raise, which left only $6.6 million for
funding the schedules. The two bills
were sent to the conference cominittee
to work out the differences.
Del. Patricia Hartman, D-Cabell and
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HELP WANTED
C)
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WAITERS, WAITRESSl!I. -Part time·
and full time. Flexible hours. Apply
in person after 5 pm. Robby's _809
3rd Ave. ·
EARN $4IO weekly-$60 per hundred
circulars mailed. Guaranteed. Work
at home and participate in our Company project mailing Circulars and
assembling materials. - Send stamped
self addressed envelope to JBK.Mail
· company P.O. Box 25, Castaic, C.11
fomla, 91310.

member of the conferee committee,
said, "We're talking a bout the same
a mount of money but different distribution. I expect we will agree to some
percer.tage between 5 percent and 2.5
percent for across-the-board."
Del. Michael A. Buchanan , DMonongalia and member of the conferen ce committee, said because there
doesn't seem to be any major disagreem ents between the House a nd the
Senate, he expects the bill to be out on
the floor today. It is expected to pass.
Buchana n also said the amount of
ra ises could increase, depending on the
outcome of the new vot_e on the personal income tax revision bill.
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MAKIN' MUSIC
Arm,y band to play this week at ·Mu and ,downtown
The United States Army Band, based
in Was hington D.C., will perform at 8
p.mThursday atHuntington Civic Center and again at8 p.m.Friday in Smith
RecitalHal[
In Thursday's concert, Dr. Wendall
Dobbs, assistant professor of music,
will be guest flutist. "Antietam Overture" by Dr. Paul W. Whear, professor
of music, also will be performed.
While admission is free to the Thursday concert, tickets are required and

may be picked up in the music department or at the Army recruiting station
onThird Avenue.
Friday several clinics will be led by
Col. Eugene Allen of the Army band at
the Civic Center and in the music
department - all a re open at no cost to
the public.
Friday Allen will guest conduct Marshall's Wind Symphony Band.The university's chorus under t he direction of
Dr. Joseph E.Line, associate professor
of music will also perform.

,Marshall choir music to the ears of some
By Cindy Stout
Reporter

Students wanting a voice in music
may be interested in Marshall University's three vocal groups.
Students need not be music majors to
· join the choral union, consisting of
.members of the community and students; University Chorus, a student
group; or chamber choir, a select group,
usually made up of upperclassmen.
According toDr. Joseph ELine, asso.ciate professor of music, students may
get involved in the choral music program by signing up for any of the onehour classes.
No large recruitment effort h as been

used.Line said.But he said he would like
to see more men involved.
About h alf of those involved i n the
groups are majors. Voice and piano
majors are required to participate.
Most non-music majors become
involved because they have h ave
enjoyed vocal music in high school or
church groups,Line said .
T~e groups practice abou_ttwo hours a
week. Students involved earn one
credit hour.
Popular music is not usually performed by t h e gro ups, Line said,
because there is not a lot to be learned
from it.
Public performances by the choirs
begin next month.

The White House Is not an unfamiliar site to members of th, United States
Army Band, which is based In Washington, D.C. The band wlll beln concert
this week In Huntington. It will pefform on campus as well as downtown at
the Civic Center.

Student not happy with curriculum changes
•

>

By Klmbertl Roessing
Reporter

Radical change in the education curriculum has caught many education
majors in its aftermath.
Howard Golf, a n education major,
says he transferred to Marshall
because of its education curriculum.
When he arrived, however, h e fo und
that his courses had been changed.
Now, he claims that because of this
change, he may be forced to quit
college. •
Golf is a 43-year-old disabled coal
miner who returned to college under a
rehabilitation program.He considered
many schools, but ch ose Marshall
because its education program fit his
needs, he said.
Golf claims that Marshall sent him
an 1~5.ffi catalog. The education
r eq uirem ents in this catalog were

have to quit college.
Golf said he has tried to resolve his
problem with the assistant dean ofedu- ,
: cation,Tony Williams. " I got no satisfaction," he said. Golf then tried to
make an appointment with' the dean of
education, Dr. Allen Mori, but he was
denied a con ference.

''
____,,____
I have kids that will be entering
college soon, and I have to pay
for them .

Howard Golf

exactly what he was looking for, he
said.
Golf claims that because these
requirement chan ges a r e unfair
because they were not listed.His rehabilitation program covers only four
years a nd will not pay for the extra
classes. · Golf says that he cannot
afford to make up the difference. "I
have kids that will be entetirig college
soon, and I have to pay for them," he
said. As a result, Golf says he may

Dr. Mori has a different point of view
of Golfs situa tion. "i'µi sympathetic to
the man's problem," Mori said But
Mori believes that Gulf's failure to
review the 1935-85 catalog carefully has
caused his problems. The catalog
clearly states that tb,e education curriculum is subject to change, and that education majors should consult their
advisors.

Mori explained that he has no control over the upgrading of reaching.
standards. "I don't have the authority
to change anything, he has to complete
the program."

CLASS...
Something You're Not
Supposed To Cut
Women's Cuts $11.00
Men's Cuts $7.oo
Cut & Perm Starting
At $37.oo
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They told youl
World. of. college athletics still reeling
Schedule hurts
from· death penalty given SMU football
Herd in NCAA

By Vina Hutchinson
Staff Writer

If one hasn't heard of Southern
Methodist University by now, then one
must have been locked in a closet or
blind to newspapers, magazines, and
newscasts dealing with the controversy surrounding the school's football
program since the Feb. 25 ruling by the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association.
Now, the scandal has reached to the
highest office in Texas with the disclo-.
sure by Gov. Bill Clements that he, as a
member of the university's Board of
Governors, allegedly knew of the slush
fund set up for players. It also has bee~
disclosed the board decided to continue
payments to some players while phase
out the plan.
·
Although Athletic Director David
Braine said he thinks the penalty
imposed against SMU in Dallas will
not have an impact at Marshall, he
said he does see a crackdown on
schools to follow the rules set up by the
NCAA.
NCAA faculty representative
Dorothy Hicks said members have
asked the NCAA to clean up its act and
the response has been an increased
emphasis on rules and regulations.
"It's like everything else, something
had the happett for the first time and it
did," Braine said of the penalty SMU
received. "I think the only one other
time in the history of the NC.AA they

shut a iK:bool down and that was one in know to what extent SMU violated the
Louisiana ;n basketball for repeated rules, but obviously an awful lot of it
was open cheating.
violations."
The school Braine was referring to is
"They wanted to win," he said of
. South western Louisiana University, SMU. "They had to compete with evewhich was suspended in 1973 for two ryone else in their conference and it's
years for recruiting and financial aid not the only school in their conference
violations.
that iR either on probation, has been on
SMU received the harshest penalty probation, or is being investigated
ever given by the NCAA. Football in right now."
1987 has been ·abolished and, in 1988,
Hicks said the death penalty rule,
only seven -games, all away, will be which abolishes a football program for
played against Southwest Conference .up to two years, has been in effect long
opponents. Other penalties include: no enough that schools would know the
off-campus recruiting · until August consequences if they get caught.
-1988, coaching staff limited to one
"I'm amazed a school would conhead coach and five assistant coaches, tinue to break the rules when they
only 15 scholarships to be awarde<I in know the emphasis is to follow the
1988, and no television or bowl appear- rules and regulations," Hicks said.
ances. The 52.scholarship players curBraine said he believes those
rently at SMU are free to transfer involved in the establishment of a
withou_t loss of eligibility.
slush fund for players did not think
School officials have expressed fear about getting caught.
that the program will remain mothSMU did not receive the full two-year
balled in 1988.
-T he Southwest Conference Council death penalty, possibly because it
said March 2 SMU players would be cooperated witl_l the NCAAJn uncoverallowed to transfer to other SWC ing the slush fund that paid students
schools without sitting out a year as from $50 to $725. In 1985-86, one booster .paid 13 players a total of $47,000,
normally required.
"The membership wants the NCAA and eight other athletes received
to clean up its act," Hicks said, adding $13,000 from September to December
that the enforcement of rules is to stop 1986. The school and the NCAA do not
illegal recruiting and ·other violations know the name of the booster.
SMU boosters also allegedly hired
and make collegiate sports as equal as
investigators last November and
possible for everyone.
Braine said, " I think in that situa- December to gather -information on
tion they (NCAA) said, 'If you don't recruiting violations made by Texas
clean up your act we are going to do it A&M and Texas. Nine. boosters cur(shut down the program). None of us _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SN SMU, Page 11

Doug

Smock
It had to happen. Money is in fairly
good supply all semester except for one
week. You guessed it. Spring break.
Four dollars and sixteen cents to last ·
the entire week. Good thing the bills
were paid.
Of course, this pretty much shot my
going to Charlotte, N.C., for the Herd's
battle with Texas Christian. I told my
predecessor on this page, John Tolarchyk, to go and have fun.
This tum of fate ranks up there with
missing the last plane to Los Angeles,
which subsequently gets hijacked to
Cuba. Aw shucks.
It could have been as ugly as a 1985
trip to Greenville, S.C. Two other ~pie joined me, dressed in green from
head to t'oe, in driving 400 miles io see
the football team get slaughtered by
Furman. In my old scrap metal on
wheels station w_agon, no less.
So I watch the Marshall-TCU game
on my trusty color TV. The Horned
Frogs put on a veritable basketball
clinic, · outplaying the "Herd is every
aspect of the game. The Herd should
get credit for keeping the game within
16 points, because it could have been
worse.

Everybody connected with Marshall, from players and coaches to fans
and local media, expressed frustration
with the situation. Everybody here,
including yours truly, felt the Herd got
the best possible draw for the first
round, and matched up well with TCU.
I still think so.
It just seemed the Herd was just not
prepared to play the 19th-ranked team
in the country. The Frogs were one full
step ahead of the Herd in setting picks,
rebounding, intensity, mental toughness, shooting and any other aspect of
the game you want to throw in. In
short, it turned baseball season by
halftime.
So the coa ches hit the recruiting
trail, the players hit the weight room
and the fans try to hit on what the Herd
could do to be competitive against the
big boys.
And, I trust, Athletic Director David
Braine is busting his tail to get a better
_ _ _ _ _ _ See SMOCK, Page 11

Baseball Standings
SOUTHERN CONFERENCE
Northern Division

Oh, no you·don't
Marshall shortstop David Piepenbrink, Huntington
freshman, takes a throw from the catcher in an
attempt to abort a Fairmont State stolen base attempt.
The Thundering Herd swung back Jnto action_Tues-
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day afternoon against the Unlver~ity of Charleston,
splitting a doubleheader. UC won the first game In
eight Innings, 6-4, and bolted to a 3-0 lead in the
nightcap. Deta\ls i~ tomorr_ow's Parthenon.

.. . .

Overall

Team

League

Appalachi an State

3 -0

7- 2

VMI

3 -4- 1

East Tennessee

3-0
0-3

Marshall

0-3

2 -10

. •,· ...... .- .

3-4-1

The Parthenon Wednesday, March 18,987
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Track moves outdoors;
Herd at home Saturday
By T .R. Massey
Reporter

Track is the name of the game Saturday as Marshall hosts the seventh
annual Early Bird Relays with a field
of about 11 teams scheduled to
compete.
,
Teams competing Saturday will
include Bowling Green, Glenville
State, Ohio University, University of
Cincinnati, West Virginia State, Heidelberg, Rio Grande, Wright State, The
Over the Hill Track Club and possibly
Cedarville. Ball State and Kent State
will send women's teams, as will the
others.
Todd Crosson broke the school
record he set in the 3,000-meter steeplechase Saturday as Marshall opened its
outdoor track season last weekend in a
dual meet against Baptist College of
Charleston, S.C.
Crosson won the steeplecha,se event
with a time of9:04.8, beating the standard of9:05.5 he set last season. Crosson
was running the event fort he first time
since he set the record.
Baptist won both halves of the meet,
defeating the men 94-56 and iaking a
close 69-65 victory over the women.
Mike Efremenko was a double
winner for the Thundering Herd, tak-

ing the shot put with a heave of 45 feet,
11 inches and the discus with a toss of
129-6. Dave Ball, Dave Marks and Dan
Rechner took first, second and third
places respectively in the 5,000 meter
event.
Chris Gerber won the pole vault,
clearing 14 feet, while Brian Swisher
took second in the long jump, 22-8 3/ 4,
and third in the 100-meter dash with a
time of 10.7 seconds. Kevin Orr placed
second in the high jump and .Clifford
Simpkins turned in a 48.3 time for the
.final leg of the 1,000-meter relay.
Erica West and Norma Dodrill each
won two events to lead the Lady Herd.
West won the long jump with a leap of
18-3 and the 100-meters with a time of
12.6. Dodrill was first in the high jump
at 5-5 and won the triple jump at 33-2.
Ingrid Mason won the 3,000-meter
run in 10:53.2 and took second place in
the 1,500-meter event. Lynn Kochen·
dorfer took second in the 100-meter
dash and participated in the 1,600met.er relay, which Marshall won. Tina
Osborne took second in both the shot
put and the javelin events.
After the Early Bird Relays, Marshall . hosts the University of Cincinnati, Glenville State, West Virginia
State and Cedarville College March 28
at noon.

SO's and 60's
ntertainmen
Free Dancing Lessons
Every Wed., 7-9
Burke Allen
WKEEDJ

Wed.-Sat.
2501 5th Ave.

HOURS
Monday-Thursday: 11:00 a.m.-Midnlte
Friday-Saturday: 11:00 a.m.-1:00 a.m.
Sunday: 1:00 p.m.-Mldnlte

Unlock Your Potential

0
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From Page 10
schedule. It is now painfully obviouti
that the players need the experience.
It wasn't that you weren't warned in
advance. Two columnists from The
Herald-Dispatch outlined the weakness of the slate and warn&! of its
effects down the road. Both were
greeted with outrage from loyal but
closed-minded Herd fans, which seem
to greatly outnumber the loyal but
open-minded Herd fans.
Column number one stated, in short,
that the non-conference slate was weak
and a 25-5 record would not faze the
bag boy's come tourney time. The folks
downtown told me the phones rang off
the hook with people suggesting Rick
Nolte shou Id get the hell out oftown. At
the next Marshall home game, the student section started a cheer to the effect
that Mr. Nolte consumes lollipops.
That outrage paled to column
number two. Ernie Salvatore suggested that the soft slate may have
played a factor in the infamous loss to
Tennessee-Chattanooga. Hell rained
in Huntington.
·
Marshall Coach Rick Huckabay
screamed bloody murder(so what else
is new?). The H-D phones rang off the
hook. Marshall fans not only greeted

529-6086

their team with "Let go Herd" cheers,
·but with "Ernie Sucks" cheers as well.
One old fan called me up, suggesting
I should blast Salvatore on this space.
He said the players don't need that
kind of stuff, Salvatore married the editor's daughter, etc. If I thought he was
off his rocker, I may have considered it.
A few things, here. I really don't
think the players took it so bad. And
besides, they don' t make the schedule,
they just play it. They are more or less a
chilled-out bunch.
Another thing, I failed to see where
the program was slammed up against
the wall, like many fans claim. The
columns were pretty mild.
And the schedule WAS weak. It is not
to say Braine didn't try. From what I
can gather, chewing glass is more fun
than trying to rig up a schedule when
teams are scared to death to come to
Huntington. Luck comes into play, too.
A tea~ may be Top 20 when the contract is signed, but when gametime
comes, they -may be a dog.
The people pointed out one thing,
that the schedule did not contain a test
that would provide valuable experiencecome tourney time. And now, the
verdict is in. They were right.

You 111d MU Is not onl'( for the faculty, staff and alumni d Marshall UniYa'sily ... It Is a
key recruiting tool for high school 5a'liors aswd as the first~ dHul ltiigton for
incoming fratrnal.
.
'llllsspcclll llMwiU be dlstributut throu;louttheSllllffla' andwil also be used as
cu flrst issued the fall sanesta" - ~ Jaur potallill wllt The Pm1benon,

DEADlHml.3

CAll.696-1367

SALAD,-SOUP, HOT BAR
SMU-------& FRUIT BAR
From Page 10
rently are facing a lifetime ban from
any association with SMU.
Clements apologized for his role in
the controversy last week. "I am very,
very hopeful - and that's the only word
I guess I can use - that our institutions... will have learned a good lesson from
this episode. ... We made a mistake at
SMU. I made a mistake at SMU."
SMU Interim President William
Stallcup said March 9, "We did what
we had to do and in the way we had.to

do it to discover the full extent of our
problems and attempt to restore the
integrity and respect of our athletic
programs."
Many people received immunity and
anonymity for their testimony in the
uncovering the scandal. Students have
protested this, saying the,truth should
be brought out and those who committed wrongdoings should be exposed.
The Associated Press has reported students now believe the value of their .
degrees have gone down.
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Senior tries his wings
directing 'Cuck~o's Nest'

Judge O'Hanlon
From Wapner to the Supreme Court

Although Johnson chose to begin
rehearsals for Cuckoo's Nest before the
premiere of "B r ighton Be ac h
Staff Writer
Memoirs," he said he feels no conflict
Each year one senior student is of interest or any added pressures. "I
selected from the Department of have a habit of putting extra pressure
Theater and Dance to direct a complete on myself, of taking on responsibilities
thttatri'cal production for performance I know I really shouldn't," he said.
in Old Main Theater. This year, "But, as an actor, I have to prepare
Dwayne Johnson, Winfield senior, has myself for the real world where I may
been selected to direct "One Flew Over often be working three jobe at once, one
The .Cuckoo's Nest," a play by Dale to feed myself, one to train myself as an
Wasserman.
actor, and one to givemethatonegreat
Johnson, who appeared in the Mar· chance to make it big.
shall production "Brighton Beach
"Working in theater is a lifestyle
Memoirs" in February, said he was which requires total committment for
proud to accept the directing challenge. success. "
.
"As a senior I am required to do some
Johniwn said the people he casted for
project which is clearly my wo_rk Cuckoo's Nest are equally excited
whether it be directing for commumty about the production. "At my first
theater, acting in a one or two man · rehears al I said to them "This show
show or writing my ow·n play," he said. means a lot to me because it is my show
"Because only one student a year is but I don't want everybody to do it for
chosen to direct a play for- Old Main me. I want you to give wonderful perTheater, I think that it is a real chal· formances for yourselves. I want them
lenge, one that grows more compli· to be wonderful for me, of course, but I
cated'with each rehearsal."
want it to be a good show for them to
Johnson is a four year veteran of look back on and be proud of."
Marshall theater having performed in
He said Dr. Elaine Novak, professor
15 productions. He said his experience
of theater, has been his guide and aide
as a "seasoned" actor will better prepare him for finding work after gradua- throughout rehearsals but she knows
tion. "I'm an acting/ directing major when to let him make his own decibut I've never had the chance to really sions. " Dr. Novak has been absolutely
exercize my directing. But now I feel I wonderful through this whole thing. I
have a choice to do whatever I want in hope it goes well."
"One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest"
theater and a better background to
make that choice because of Cukoo's will be performed March 25- 28 at 8 p.in.
in Old Main Theater.
Nest.''
By Marie H. Blas

O'Hanlon, elected in 1984 to an
eight-year term, is the second
youngest judge to be elected to the
Staff Writer
circuit court in Cabell County. " I am
Circuit Court Judge Dan O 'Han- a judge because the courts are where
lon said Judge Joseph Wapµer on the action is," 'he said. "I think I
the· television show "The People's could have run for almost anything
Court" has taught him a way to deal and won."
with disruptive situations in his
O'Hanlon, who rjlceived his
courtroom and that courtroom dra- undergraduate degree at Marquette
mas such as this are good because University in Wisconsin and his law
people can watch and learn about degree at Arizona State University,
courts.
said his image as a real conservaHe said divorce courts are often ·uve judge is incorrect. He served as
very emotional and at times he a civil rights lawyer for five years
thinks the court is giving a legal with the American Civil Liberties.
answer to emotional problems. "I Union in Arizona.
learned a technique from Judge
"I tend to give longer sentences,"
Wapner that has helped me so much
especially in divorce cases when' he said, adding he recently gave a
there's a judge and no jury," he said. convicted child molestor a eight-to"People get very emotional in 25-year prison sentence.
divorce cases and tend to want to
He said in the last 20 to 25 Years
stand up and tell you their story over every major social issue has been
and over again."
decided in the courts. "This is a new
He said that often, when he would . thing in the United States of Amerbe rendering a decision, when one ica," he said. "Fifty years ago, the
side figured out it was losing, that courts wouldn' t think of getting
person would want to argue with the involved in things like abortion,
judge. His problem was solved, he racial integration, and voting
said, one night when he was watch- rights. This is a very recent thing
ing "The People's Court. "
• , with courts."
"Judge Wapner picked that gavel
He said for 150 yea rs the courts
up and he banged that thing down
and he said, 'Now I listened very believed they were there basically to
qui~tly and very patiently while you figure out what the state legislature
said your piece. I listened to you and meant when it passed a law. "It
I didn't interrupt you, now it's my changed in 1954, with a case called
turn to talk and it's your time to Brown v. The Board of Educa t ion, in
listen and I'd appreciate you giving which they ruled tha t schools had to
me the same courtesy I gave you'," integrate and the South could no
O'Hanlon said. "And on television longer h a ve separate but equal facilthey say 'oh, yes, Judge Wapner, oh, ities for blacks a nd whites," O'Ha n,
Ion said.
yes."'
He said he thought it would never
He said the Supreme Court sigwork in. his courtroom, but when nalled a new era called judicial actifaced with the situation again he vism. " That is, judges getting
decided to try it. "The next time it actively involved in making public
happened, I pic!ted up that gavel policy or social decisions about the
a nd 'boom' and I went through my kind of society we are going to live
speech," he said. "And they said in," he explained. "Since that time I
'yes, Judge O 'Hanlon' just like on can hardly think of a major social
television. I couldn't believe it iss ue that hasn't ultimately been
r.esolved by the courts."
·
worked."
By Vina Hutchinson

--

Dorms getting new phones; ·.
push-button replaces dial
New push-button telephones were
insta lled in Towers East and West dur•
ing spring break, but residents of the
other buildings on campus will have to
wait a little longer.
In a statement issued to students living in Hodges, Laidley a nd Holderby
halls, the manager of student housing
said AT&T compa ny was unable to
complete work in all the rooms during

BASEBALL CARD SHOW

the break and may continue to install
phones through April 3.
Ramona Orndorff said installation
was to be completed Tuesday in
Hodges with Laidley's phones scheduled to be installed Wednesday and
Thursday.
Holdepy resid ents should begin
receiving their n ew phones Friday
with work continuing through next
week.

PROFESSIONAL
HAIR CARE

March 21 - 22 Huntington, West Virginia

YankH's Hall-of Famer Whitey Ford
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